
5cFAB T16
16 Station Compact Lathe Turret

Manual

Revision 1.0

Please note that this manual is a work in progress and changes may be made without prior warning.

I           Preface  

1.1 Safety

1.1.1 Safety Precautions:

1. Do not connect and/or operate this turret without fully understanding every function.
2. Wear eye protection at all times.
3. Hearing protection should be worn during any operation whereby the sound level is in 

excess of 85 dBa.
4. Do not operate this turret if you are wearing any loose clothing and/or jewelry.  Keep 

long hair away from this device.
5. Do not wear any gloves when operating this device as gloves can get caught in moving 

parts.
6. Follow any and all safety precautions for the machine this turret is installed on.
7. Remove all tools from the turret and/or machine prior to operation.
8. Ensure that the turret is properly installed in the machine prior to operation.
9. Do not operate any machine after consuming alcoholic beverages and/or after taking 

medication.
10. This turret has pinch points that can cause harm and it does not care if you get hurt.  

Ensure that the machine, turret, and computer control is stopped prior to making any 
changes, cleaning the machine, changing parts, loading stock, etc.

11. Do not use the turret and machine without proper lighting.
12. Keep the computer area away from any liquids, dirt, objects that can fall on the 

keyboard, etc.
13. Use the proper tooling for the job and ensure that the tooling is sharp.
14. Improper feeds and speeds will damage the part, tooling, and/or the turret.
15. Swarf, debris, and dust from machining certain materials can be flammable and/or toxic.

Always be sure of the material you are machining.  If in doubt, check the with the 
Materials Data Safety Sheet for the material you are machining.

16. If you have any doubts seek guidance from a professional.
17. Always check tooling clearances to prevent any crashes.
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1.1.2 Electrical Safety

1. Dangerous voltages may be present.  Ensure that power is disconnected prior to working
on your machine.

1.1.4 Safety Publications

1. Read and understand all documentation for your machine prior to using and/or 
modifying it.

1.2 Concept

This turret is designed to allow you to upgrade your CNC lathe by adding a compact 16 station 
tool changer.  Several different interfacing systems are available with optically isolated inputs and 
outputs.  

1.3 Performance Expectations

Tool change time varies depending upon the proximity of the tooling.  Tool changes in one of 
the Binary Select modes take approximately 4 to 5 seconds.  Tool changes in all other modes take 4 to 9
seconds.  See Chapter VI for details.
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II          Preparation  

2.1.1 Electrical

Ensure there is enough space within the electronics enclosure for your machine and/or add a 
separate enclosure for the control board and/or stepper motor driver for this turret.

2.1.2 CNC Controller

Ensure that the CNC Controller and it’s software will either handle a turret (or ATC) for a lathe. 
In some cases, the CNC Controller and/or it’s software may need updated.  Check the documentation 
for your CNC Controller.

2.1.3 Lubrication

The turret shaft bearings and pin lock mechanism were greased at the factory.

2.1.4 You

This turret is computer controlled.  Prior to use we advise that you familiarize yourself with this
manual and the documentation for the lathe you are upgrading. 
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III        Turret Mechanical Installation  

3.1 General

On lathes, it is the responsibility of the installer to machine a riser or mounting block to mount 
this turret on the lathe cross slide.  Any hole spacing or other details will vary depending upon the 
lathe.  The specific mounting hold pattern for the main turret block is in chapter 3.3.

3.2 Turret Riser Block Height

The height of the riser block will vary depending upon your lathe.  It is recommended that the 
riser block height be such that the center of Tool Station 2 is at the same height as the center of your 
lathe’s spindle.

3.3 Turret Riser Block Mounting

The turret block has a hole pattern based off of the bearing requirements of the Portable Collet 
Production Lathe it was originally designed for.  The following diagram shows the position of the 
mounting holes for the turret:
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IV        Turret Interface Board  

4.1 Safety

Ensure that all power to the lathe and it’s electronics are turned off prior to connecting this 
turret, interface board, stepper motor, and/or jumpers.

4.2 Turret Interface Board Mounting

Use the following diagram to locate screw holes for the mounting screws.  Ensure that the board
is located on stand-offs so the board will not short out with anything underneath it.  It is recommended 
that you use 3mm or 4-40 screws.
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4.3 Turret Interface Board Connections

The following diagram shows all of the possible connections on the Turret Interface Board.  
Please note that the number of Input and Output connections used will vary upon the configuration of 
your interface.
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4.3.1 Power

The turret interface board is designed for 24 VDC power.  Please ensure that you are connecting
24 VDC to this board.

Connection: Notes:

+24 VDC Positive 24 VDC

Common Negative

4.3.2 Common connections

Ensure that all devices that are electrically connected to the interface board have a common 
negative voltage with the interface board by connecting any of the screw terminals marked “C” or 
“Common” with the other board.

4.3.3 Battery

In the rare event of a power failure while the turret locking pin is dis-engaged, an optional 
CR2032 battery may be installed to allow the Turret Interface to keep track of the position of the 
locking pin.  This is completely optional as the locking pin position can be manually positioned by the 
use of “Lock” and “Unlock” buttons on the Turret Interface Board.

4.3.4 Turret Homing Sensor

Ensure that the Turret Homing Sensor is properly connected to the screw terminals.

Turret Homing Sensor

Connection: Connected To: Turret Cable Conductor:

+ +3.3 VDC 1

C Common 2

H Home 3
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4.3.5 Locking Pin Stepper

The Locking Pin Stepper Motor is controlled by connecting it’s stepper motor directly to this 
board as per the table below.

Locking Pin Stepper Motor

Connection: Motor Wire: Cable Conductor:

G Green 4

Bk Black 5

R Red 6

Bu Blue 7

4.3.6 Turret Stepper Motor Control

The stepper motor driver is connected to the three screw terminals.  As this interface board is 
designed for use with the included Gecko G251X driver, ensure the screw terminals are connected as 
per the table below.

Turret Stepper Motor

Connection: Connected To: Stepper Motor Driver Pin

S Step 10

D Direction 9

C Common 12
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4.3.7 Standard Turret Input/Output

There are two sets of screw terminals.  One set is for input and the other is for output.  The 
operation mode and input/output of the turret interface board is dependent upon the configuration of the
DIP Switch.

In this standard configuration, the Turret Interface is electrically connected to the Motion 
Controller and/or any other electronics.  If you would like to completely isolate the Turret Interface 
from other electronics, please see section 4.3.8.  

All inputs and outputs are wired as per the example below.  Note the position of the two 
jumpers, JP1 and JP2.
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4.3.8 Optically Isolated Turret Input/Output

There are two sets of screw terminals.  One set is for input and the other is for output.  The 
operation mode and input/output of the turret interface board is dependent upon the configuration of the
DIP Switch.

When the Input and/or Outputs are optically isolated, there is no electrical connection between 
the Turret Interface and other electronics such as the Motion Controller.  This will help prevent any RF 
interference between devices.  It is possible to only isolate the inputs or the outputs, separately.

All inputs and outputs are wired as per the example below.  Note the position of the jumpers.
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4.4 Configuration and Setup

There is a four switch DIP switch for interface mode configuration and initial setup.  The 
switches are set prior to power being applied and assigned as follows:

DIP Switch Purpose Chapter

1-1 Interface Mode Configuration 4.4.1

1-2 Interface Mode Configuration 4.4.1

1-3 Turret Stepper Motor Direction 4.4.2

1-4 Setup Mode 6

4.4.1 Interface Mode Configuration Switches

Switches 1-1 and 1-2 are set with the power off and used to set the Interface Mode as per the 
following chart:

Mode Description Chapter DIP Switch 1-1 DIP Switch 1-2

0 Binary Select 5.2

1 Binary Select With Signal 5.2 on

2 Gray Code 5.3 on

3 Counter 5.4 on on

4.4.2 Stepper Mode Direction Switch

In the event that the stepper motor, once connected, is running in reverse set DIP Switch 1-3 to 
“on” to reverse the direction of the stepper motor without re-wiring it.
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V         Interface Modes  

5.1 Overview of Interface Modes

There are four interface modes available.  These are summarized in the following table:

Binary Select Binary Select With
Signal

Gray Code Counter

Maximum Tool Change 
Time (Tool 1 To 16)

~5 Seconds ~5 Seconds ~9 Seconds ~9 Seconds

Minimum Tool Change 
Time (Tool 1 To 2)

~4 Seconds ~4 Seconds ~4 Seconds ~4 Seconds

Tool Change With Scripting
Only?

Possible – 
Depends on 
CNC 
controller.

Yes No No

Turret Direction Both – 
Automatically
Selects

Both – 
Automatically 
Selects

Forward Only Forward Only

Total Interface Connections 5 6 5 3

Input Connections 4 5 1 1

Output Connections 1 1 4 2

Synchronization Required 
Between CNC Controller 
and Turret?

No No No Yes
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5.2 Binary Select and Binary Select With Signal

5.2.1

Binary Select and Binary Select With Signal are combined as they work exactly the same with 
the difference being that Binary Select With Signal will change tools only when Input 5 is set to 
ground.

Both Binary Select Modes work by selecting the tool number via Input 1 through Input 4.  

5.2.2

Input/Output

Connection Description

Input 1 Tool Select

Input 2 Tool Select

Input 3 Tool Select

Input 4 Tool Select

Input 5 Tool Change Signal (Used only with Binary Select With Signal)

Input 6 Home Turret (Optional)

Output 1 Tool Change In Progress

5.2.3

The tool is selected via Input 1 through Input 4as follows by grounding the appropriate Input(s):

Select Tool: Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input 4

1

2 x

3 x

4 x x

5 x

6 x x

7 x x

8 x x x

9 x

10 x x
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11 x x

12 x x x

13 x x

14 x x x

15 x x x

16 x x x x

Used only with Binary Select With Signal, Input 5 is grounded to signal a tool change.  Input 5 should 
be grounded only after Input 1 through Input 4 are set to select the tool change and should only be 
grounded for a short duration such as 0.5 seconds.

Input 6 is grounded to home the turret.  The turret will home automatically on power-up and this 
connection is optional.  Input 6 should only be grounded for a short duration such as 0.5 seconds and 
only when the turret is not changing tooling.

5.2.4

The process for changing tools is as follows:

1. The desired tool is selected with Input 1, Input 2, Input 3, and Input 4 by Grounding 
them as per the above table.  These settings should be changed in under 0.4 seconds if using 
Binary Select Interface Mode.
2. If the Interface Mode is Binary Select With Signal, Input 5 is set to ground to send a 
signal to change tools.  Input 5 should be held to ground for about 0.5 seconds.
3. Output 1 is set to ground while a tool is being changed.  The motion controller needs to 
wait until Output 1 is no longer grounded before continuing.
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5.3 Gray Code

5.3.1

Gray Code turret positioning returns the tool position as per the table at 5.3.3 and is activated by 
grounding Input 1.  The turret will spin until the Outputs 1-4 show the desired tool.

5.3.2

Input/Output

Connection Description

Input 1 Activate Turret

Output 1 Tool Position

Output 2 Tool Position

Output 3 Tool Position

Output 4 Tool Position

5.3.3

Output signals:
Tool: Output 1 Output 2 Output 3 Output 4

1

2 x

3 x

4 x x

5 x

6 x x

7 x x

8 x x x

9 x

10 x x

11 x x

12 x x x

13 x x

14 x x x

15 x x x

16 x x x x
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5.4 Counter

5.4.1

Counter mode is the simplest mode and requires the fewest input/output connections between the Turret
Interface Board and the CNC Controller.  When Input 1 is grounded, the turret rotates and Output 1 is 
grounded every time a tool position is reached.  For homing purposes, the first tool position is located 
when Output 2 is grounded.  The CNC Controller must be synchronized with the turret prior to 
selecting a tool and timing is critical.  (Read the instructions with your motion controller to see if it is 
possible to use the Counter mode.)

5.4.2

Input/Output

Connection Description

Input 1 Turret Forward

Output 1 Tool Position

Output 2 Turret Sync
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VI        Setup  

6.1 General

Your Compact Turret’s Interface Board has a setup mode to assist with setting up the home 
position.  To enter Setup Mode, set DIP Switch 1-4 to “on”.

6.2 When DIP Switch 1-4 is set to “on” and power is applied, the turret is unlocked and the turret is 
homed.  The turret is not locked until you press the Aux button so there won’t be a problem if the turret 
is not properly aligned.

6.3 Switch and adjustment functionality:

Aux Switch: Used to lock and unlock the turret.  Press this switch once the turret is  aligned.
Course Home Adjustment:  Carefully turn this potentiometer with a small screwdriver to set the 

proper offset to Tool Station 1.
Fine Home Adjustment:  Carefully turn this potentiometer with a small screwdriver to set the

proper offset to Tool Station 1.  Note that this adjustment will move the turret’s offset a 
smaller distance than the Course Home Adjustment, above.

Home Switch:  Press this switch to re-home the turret.
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6.4 Proper setup procedure:

1. With power off, Set DIP Switch 1-4 to “on”.
2. Turn on power to the turret.
3. The turret will home.
4. If the turret pin does not appear that it would engage properly, carefully adjust the

Course and Fine Home Adjustments.
5. Press the Home Switch.
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until it appears the turret pin would engage properly.
7. Press the Aux Switch to lower and engage the turret pawl.
8. Test the turret homing by pressing the Home Switch.
9. If the turret is not pin is not seated properly, slightly adjust the Home Adjustment and go

to step 8.
10. Turn the power off to the turret and set DIP Switch 1-4 to “off”.
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V  II      Diagnostics  

7.1 Diagnostics

7.1.1 Blinking LED

The micro controller has a blinking LED.  Under normal conditions, this LED should blink 
slowly.  If it is blinking quickly or not on at all there is an error or failure.

7.1.2 On Board LEDs

There are two rows of LEDs on the main board.  Four LEDs are on the upper row and three 
LEDs on the lower row.

7.1.3 Diagnostic Button

The Turret Interface Controller has a Diagnostic Button that will allow you to toggle between 
the normal LED operation, displaying input from the motion controller, and displaying output to the 
motion controller.

7.1.4 Normal operation of on-board LEDs.

In normal operation, the upper row of LEDs will be the selected tool in binary, starting at zero.  
(i.e.  Tool 1 = 0, Tool 5 = 4, Tool 16 = 15, etc.)  The LEDs are read from right to left as follows:

Tool Left LED Left Center LED Right Center LED Right LED

1 off off off off

2 off off off on

3 off off on off

4 off off on on

5 off on off off

6 off on off on

7 off on on off

8 off on on on

9 on off off off

10 on off off on

11 on off on off

12 on off on on

13 on on off off

14 on on off on

15 on on on off
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16 on on on on

The lower 3 LEDs are as follows:

LED Left LED Center LED Right LED

Purpose Tool Position Turret Synch Hall Effect Sensor

Description Lights when each tool is 
passed.

Lights only on tool 1. Lights when the magnet 
is within range of the 
homing sensor.

7.1.5 Input Display of On-Board LEDs

The top row and left two bottom LEDs will be lighted if the corresponding input is grounded.  
LEDs are as follows:

Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input 4

Input 5 Input 6

7.1.6 Output Display of On-Board LEDs

The top row LEDs will be lighted if the corresponding output is set to ground as follows:

Output 1 Output 2 Output 3 Output 4
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VIII     Turret Tooling  

8.1 General

As this is a 16 position Automatic Tool Changer (ATC or turret), care must be taken to ensure 
that the tooling will not crash into the machine.  Short, stubby, or screw machine drill bits should be 
used and the square tooling should project minimally from the ATC turret.

We highly recommend you familiarize yourself with the manual for your machine in order to 
understand how to setup the lathe tooling.

8.2 Master Tool

In most cases, the first 3/8” ATC (turret) slot, Tool #1, is used for the “Master Tool”.  (It is quite 
possible to use another 3/8” slot for a master tool.  It’s really up to the person setting up the tooling.)  
While this tool can be used for machining, under ideal circumstances it is set aside for setting up all of 
the tooling with the stock.  All other 15 tools are located relative to and offset from the position of the 
Master Tool.

8.3 3/8” Square tooling

3/8” Square tooling, such as custom ground tool bits or insert tooling, is held in one of the eight 
adjustable slots on the ATC (turret).  Each of these slots will require one of the included rockers that is 
used to adjust center height of the tool bit.

8.4 Cut-off tool

A tool holder is required to mount a cut-off tool in one of the 3/8” square tooling slots.  This 
tool is then adjusted as per the instructions for 3/8” square tooling.

8.5 Round tooling

Round tooling, such as a drill bit, is installed in bushings and is mounted in one of the eight 
tooling holes on the ATC (turret).  It is recommended that center hole in the bushing be off-center so as 
to act as an eccentric adjustment and allow for vertical adjustment of the tool by rotating the bushing.  
Bushings can easily be made in your shop or can be ordered at http://www.5cfab.com.
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IX        Examples  

9.1 Binary Select and Binary Select With Signal

This example is with Centroid Acorn using the turret in Binary Select interface mode.  Relays 5 
though 8 are used to select the tool.  Please note that in order to use Binary Select interface mode that 
the PLC will have to be customized such that the relays used to select the tool are not de-energized in 
the event of a change such as exiting the MDI.

9.1.2

; Tool Change Macro
; cnctch.mac

IF #50010 ; Prevent lookahead from parsing here
IF #4201 || #4202 THEN GOTO 9999   ; Skip macro if graphing or searching

N200

; Variable Reference Table
;
; #4120 –  Tool Number
; #29000 –  Temporary Math
; #29100 –  Bit 0
; #29101 –  Bit 1
; #29102 –  Bit 2
; #29103 –  Bit 3
; #50001 - #50008 –  Inputs 1 through 8

; Set bits to zero
#29100 = 0
#29101 = 0
#29102 = 0
#29103 = 0

#29000 = #4120 ; Get tool number and store it
#29000 = [#29000 – 1] ; Calculate based on a zero-based tool number.

; Set bits for tool change
IF[#29000 >= 8] #29103 = 1
IF[#29000 >= 8] #29000 = [#29000 - 8]

IF[#29000 >= 4] #29102 = 1
IF[#29000 >= 4] #29000 = [#29000 - 4]
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IF[#29000 >= 2] #29101 = 1
IF[#29000 >= 2] #29000 = [#29000 - 2]

IF[#29000 >= 1] #29100 = 1
IF[#29000 >= 1] #29000 = [#29000 - 1]

; Set relays to change tools
;NOTE:  These will need customized.
IF[#29100 == 1] M65 ELSE M85
IF[#29101 == 1] M66 ELSE M86
IF[#29102 == 1] M67 ELSE M87
IF[#29103 == 1] M68 ELSE M88

; For Binary Select w/Signal
; Uncomment the next 3 lines and set the proper M Code for the relays.
; M64
; G04 P0.75
; M84

; Wait for tool change to finish before returning control.
; If a tool change is in progress, Inputx will be high.
; 50002 = Input 2
G04 P1 ; Wait a second before checking Inputx.
M100 /50002 ; Pause until Input2 is low.

N9999
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9.2 Gray Logic

This example is with Centroid Acorn using Gray Logic.

9.2.1 PLC Parameter Table

Parameter Setting Parameter Setting Parameter Setting

6 1 834 3 842 11

160 1 835 4 843 12

161 16 836 5 844 13

820 1 837 6 845 14

830 4 838 7 846 15

831 0 839 8 849 0

832 1 840 9 851 0.05

833 2 841 10

9.3 Counter

This example is with Centroid Acorn using the Counter mode.

9.3.1 PLC Parameter Table

Parameter Setting

6 1

160 1

161 16

820 1

830 2

850 1.3

851 0.05
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